2020 Yearbook Cover Instructions:
PLEASE READ THROUGH ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE STARTING.
**PLEASE Know that if for some reason you mess up your cover removing the
kisscut from the mirror Wingspan/WHS Yearbook cannot be held responsible for
replacing it. We are sorry, but it is impossible to replace, we don’t have extras.
IF for any reason you are nervous about peeling the Falcon off, just leave it and
bring the book to Mrs. Alder room 238 when we all come back to school. She is
happy to help you.
If you would rather, a quick video explaining this process is also available through the
ASB Instagram and this google drive link (you must be signed in to your NSD Gmail to
access):
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FY7EROvJEsMHKLy31nuXJMzL4XQ4GBWc/view?
usp=sharing
Step 1: Grab an X-Acto knife, a kitchen knife, pair of tweezers or something with a thin
sharp edge.
Step 2: At the point of the Falcon’s tail, slowly and carefully pick at the edge, allowing
you to pinch it. You should see a little sliver of the mirror peeking out underneath.
Step 3: Pull up on the edge towards the head of the falcon.
The shape of the bird will rip as you pull up; this is fine, grab the ripped edge and slowly
peel towards the tip of the wing. You will see the mirror begin to appear underneath.
Step 4: As you approach the tip of the wing pull the paper taught and gently pull into the
center of the bird. The paper should come right out, leaving the points in the wing now
as a mirror.
When you pull the points of the wing out, they may come up a bit, do not fret, you can
simply press them back down onto the surface with your finger.
Step 5: Repeat peeling the wing on the other side of the falcon, and any parts you may
have missed.
Step 6: Celebrate and go through your well-earned and much awaited REFLECTIONS
yearbook!

